
students in case of need. These effects remained stable at the
M2 follow-up. In the second intervention, MHL scores
increased significantly in the intervention group, while the
control group showed no significant change. Stigma reduction
and help-seeking attitudes also improved significantly in the
intervention group, with no significant change in the control
group.
Conclusions:
The WhySchool program significantly and positively impacted
teachers’ and students’ mental health literacy, help-seeking
attitudes, and stigma reduction. The results underscore the
importance of incorporating mental health programs into
school curricula and providing teachers and school staff with
the necessary tools and knowledge to deliver these programs
effectively.
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Background:
Low mental health literacy, which encompasses a set of skills
related to recognizing, managing, and preventing mental
disorders, has been identified as a crucial cause for low rates
of mental health help-seeking, especially among young people.
Thus, a strategy for strengthening the mental health literacy of
youth is through provision of universal school interventions.
In order to add to the evidence-base of the effectiveness of such
interventions, an already existing program (‘‘Mental Health
and High School Curriculum Guide’’) was translated into
German and carried out in schools.
Methods:
A non-randomized pretest-posttest control group design was
chosen to verify whether mental health knowledge, stigmatiz-
ing attitudes, help-seeking efficacy (as central indicators for
mental health literacy) improved after the implementation of
the program. A pen and paper survey was conducted in schools
to gather data from participating students. Statistical analysis
was conducted through paired sample t-tests for the interven-
tion and control group individually.
Results:
Nine classes with 169 students (Ø 15.7 years old) participated
as intervention group, while five classes with 82 students (Ø
15.3 years old) served as a control group. Statistically
significant improvements were observed after participating in
the program for mental health knowledge, stigmatizing
attitudes and help-seeking efficacy in the intervention group.
Conclusions:
This study shows that a mental health literacy resource could
be successfully adapted and used in the German school context
and was able to improve relevant indicators of mental health
literacy. More data needs to be collected in order to inform on
the stability of the results in time and to verify whether
effectiveness varies with characteristics related to school
environment or socio-demographics of participating youth.
Further, comprehensive nationwide roll-outs of the interven-
tion can be implemented as a public mental health strategy.
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Background:
One child out of 5 is affected by a mental health problem
before the age of 12 years. Among the determinants of
children’s mental health, Mental Health Literacy (MHL) is a
theory including 6 dimensions: understanding mental health;
help-seeking actions; supports available; influences on mental
health; coping and resilience; and stigma. High levels of MHL
correspond to better children’s mental health. Measuring
children’s MHL is essential to inform the development of
interventions pro-MHL, evaluate their impact and conceive
related policies. We describe here the process of developing the
CHILD-MHL scale.
Methods:
Two public health researchers generate some MHL items in
French. These are discussed by a group of 30 experts (ex.
psychologists, psychiatrists), parents and teachers to verify
their content and wording (Delphi study). An artist co-draw
with 5 children (8-11 years old) the illustrations of the items
(visual scale). Then, the scale is tested in the school setting by
30 children with feedback through qualitative interviews.
Finally, the scale is administered to 500 children and undergoes
psychometric analyses.
Results:
Results are preliminary. We have produced 50 items telling a
story based on MHL through the characters of Émile and
Amélie, two children facing mental health problems. Examples
of MHL items are: ‘‘Emile doesn’t say nice things about
himself, he doesn’t want to spend time with his friend Amélie
anymore, do you think he might be depressed?’’ and ‘‘Emile
feels very worried and nervous, do you think he is anxious?’’.
Conclusions:
Developing a scale is a complex process. The CHILD-MHL
scale is the first instrument measuring MHL in children in
France and worldwide. It can be included in large French
cohorts to obtain prevalence of MHL in representative samples
of children at the national level. The scale will also be
translated in 3 other languages (English, Spanish, Italian) with
an international outreach and for cross-cultural comparison.
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Background:
Help-seeking efficacy is directly related to Mental Health
Literacy (MHL) as one of its four important components and
has been successfully addressed in digital mental health
interventions for youth. However, these interventions are
often not sustainable and not sufficiently diversity-sensitive.
The 3-year Erasmus+ project me_HeLi-D (mental health
literacy and diversity) aims to develop a digital, adaptable,
diversity-sensitive tool to promote mental health and MHL
among youth (12-15 years).
Methods:
The tool-development is based on two pillars: thorough
literature reviews and the voices of young people. Through a
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